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Abstract— Malware is one of the major security threats
that can break computer operation.
However, commercial
anti- virus
or anti-spyware that used signature-based
matching to detects malware cannot solve that kind of
threats. Nowadays malware writers try to avoid detection by
using several techniques such as polymorphic, metamorphic and
also hiding technique. In order to overcome that issue, we
proposed a new framework for malware behavior identification
and classification that apply dynamic approach. This framework
consists of two major processes such as behavior identification
and malware classification. These two major processes will
integrate together as interrelated process in our proposed
framework. Result from this study is a new framework that able
to identify and classify malware based on it behaviors.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays numbers of computer security threat that cause
by malware attack have extremely increased. It is consist of
seventeen categories such as viruses, worms, Trojan horse,
spyware and also other malicious software that causes a
billion of losses to the computer operation worldwide.
Although all types of malware have their specific objective,
the main purpose is to break the computer operation. G Data
Security Labs[1] was shown the higher growth of the
malware attack in the graph in Figure 1.
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need to be solved. Basically, signature-based technique
cannot provide the opportunity to learn and understand the
threat because the detection process is only based on the
string matching without knowing the goals and behaviors
of the malware. Understanding
malware goals and
behaviors is the best practice because that information is
very useful in implementing prevention mechanism on
thecomputer systems as
it is different based on times,
organizations types and methods of attacks.
However, because of technology advancement many
malware writers try to use better hiding techniques to avoid
detection [2]. The hiding technique is created by combining
the previous behavior in order to attack and at the same time
to avoid signature-based detection. Other common techniques
that commonly used are polymorphic and metamorphic.
Further research need to be done in order to find possible
solution on avoiding current technique of malware attacks.
In this paper, we proposed a new framework for malware
behavior identification and classification. The proposed
framework has three main objectives. First objective is to
develop architecture for secure environment for behaviorbased malware analysis. Secondly is to implement
comprehensive approach to conduct malware analysis. The
third objective is to classified malware into new possible
group using adapted AI technique. This is truly host-based
framework that was designed for the window environment
that has high potential of malware attacks.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
provides state of the art of the study that discusses background
and related work. Section III explains the proposed framework
which is used to conduct malware behavior analysis and
classification. The method of evaluation is described in
section IV and the conclusion is provided in section V.
II.

Figure 1. The number of malware growth since 2005 until 2010.[1]

Signature-based matching technique was commercially
applied by intrusion detection system, anti-virus or antispyware product in the market. Although this technique is
very popular and reliable for host-based security tool, there
are some limitations on this technique

STATE OF THE ART

Malware is a program with malicious intent designed to
damage the computer on which it executes or the network over
which it communicates [3]. Although all types of
malware have their specific objective, the main purpose is to
break the computer operation. Because of that, the security
control needs to be implemented [4] in order to protect all
code and data against modification, replacement or subversioned.
Signature-based matching technique is one of the most
popular approaches to malware detection [3]. This technique
was commercially applied by anti-virus or anti-spyware
product in the market. The main limitation of signature-based
technique is on detecting new malware. This
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technique that used unique bytes string always fails to detect
previously unseen malware[5] that normally known as zeroday attacks [6].
The problem will happen when [6] computers must be
infected before a new virus pattern can be captured, creating
signature and stored for future use. [7] concluded that the
signature-based technology suffers from two main
shortcomings which is an inability to detect zero- day attacks
and an inability to cope with an exponential growth in new
malware.
Wagener et al. [8] proposed a flexible and automated
approach to extract malware behavior by observing all the
system function calls performed in a virtualized execution
environment. Similarities and distances between malware
behaviors are computed which allows classifying malware
behaviors.
The main features of this approach reside in coupling a
sequence alignment method to compute similarities and
leverage the Hellinger distance to compute associated
distances. The classification process proposed by this work is
using phylogenetic tree. However, this technique still has a
limitation due to the wrongly classified a few malware
behavior.
Zhou and Inge applied machine learning algorithm on their
malware detection technique [9]. That technique was using
adaptive data compression in order to counter the limitation of
signature-based technique in current commercial anti-malware
tool. Zhou and Inge identified two limitations of signaturebased technique.
First, not all malicious programs have bit patterns that are
evidence of their malicious nature and also not recorded in the
virus dictionary. Second, obfuscated malware that take many
forms of bit patterns will not working on signature-based
technique. The proposed technique used adaptive data
compression model and prediction by partial matching as
learning engine to build two compression models. This
technique works on unstructured input, that is, raw
executables, with an underlying statistical compression model.

Bergeron et al. proposed a new approach for the static
detection of malware code in executable programs [10]. This
approach carried out directly on binary code using semantic
analysis based on behavior of unknown malware. The reason
for targeting binary executables is that the source code of
those programs that need to detect malicious code is often not
available. The primary objective of the research is to elaborate
practical methods and tools with theoretical foundations for
the static detection. The

experiment was done in three steps such as generating an
intermediate representation by using IDA32 Pro, analyzing the
control and data flows and doing static verification by using
their own prototype tool.
Ulrich et al. presented an approach to improve the
efficiency of dynamic malware analysis systems [11]. It is to
overcome the huge number of new malicious files currently
appears. It is due to mutations of only a few malware
programs. The proposed system avoids analyzing malware
binaries that simply constitute mutated instances of already
analyzed polymorphic malware. It can drastically reduce the
amount of time required for analyzing a set of malware
programs. The limitation of this approach is due to the
changes of the behavior after the analysis process that cause
by the limitation of dynamic analysis.
Bayer et al. was used a scalable clustering approach to
identify and group malware samples that exhibit similar
behavior [10]. This approach also performs dynamic analysis
to obtain the execution traces of malware programs using
automated tools. The execution traces are generalized into
behavioral profiles, which characterize the activity of a
program in more abstract terms. Then the profiles serve as
input to an efficient clustering algorithm that allows handling
sample sets larger than previous approaches in term of
malware behaviors. Bayer et al. also stated that it is not
sufficient while automating the analysis of a single malware
sample in a first step because the analyst will facing a
thousands of reports every day that need to be examined.
Tabish et al. was proposed malware detection that applied
data mining which is based on the analysis of bytelevel file
content [12]. This technique also designed to provide
protection against first day launched malware. This nonsignature based technique has the potential to detect
previously unknown and new launch malware. It does not
memorize specific byte-sequences or string that appearing in
the actual file content. Standard data mining algorithm was
used to classify the file content of every block as normal or
potentially malicious by categorize it as benign or malware.
The proposed technique was tasted using six different file
types such as doc, exe, jpg, mp3, .pdf and zip. Six different
types of malware that consist of backdoor, Trojan, virus,
worm, constructor and miscellaneous was used as dataset.
III.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

A.

Preliminary Study
This research was proposed to overcome the limitation of
signature-based technique in learning and understanding the
malware threats. It is because the detection process is only
based on the string matching without knowing the goals and
behaviors of the malware. Another issues that must be faces in
this research is a technique that used by malware writers in
creating new malware. Nowadays, new techniques that
normally used such as polymorphic and metamorphic were
increased the number of malware dramatically.
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This research also will overcome the limitation of static
approaches on malware behavior analysis. Firstly, it describe
about an approach to identifying malware behavior by using
hybrid technique on analysing malware behavior on secure
environment. Next we will describe about optimizing the
malware classification using artificial intelligent technique.
Knowledge based will be used in order to make malware
classification.
The data used for this research consists of current malware
samples that spread through computer network. In order to get
as much as possible malware samples, this task can be done
using a number of security tools such as malware collector,
honeyport and intrusion detection system. Two malware
collector tools were selected in this research such as
HoneyClients and Amun. Both of tools were selected in order
to avoid failure and to maximize the varieties of malware
collection. Those tools were continuously running on network
within two or three months.

B. Secure Environment
The behaviors analysis provides detailed information about
malware that suitable for learning and understanding malware
samples. The samples are run in a Windows virtual machine
environment and their behavior is identified during program
execution. Virtual machine is the suitable solution that can be
used to create secure environment in order to analyze malware
behavior. It is to avoid damage to the real operating system
and computer components if the malware executed.
In order to do an analysis, behavior from a piece of
malware should be extract in a controlled environment. We
decided to improve secure environment architecture that use
virtual machine tools to simulate the Windows environment in
our proposed framework. Virtual machine operating system is
the suitable solution on doing malware behavior analysis
because malware often pose strong threat to the computer
system. It provides a tightly controlled set of resources because
untrusted process cannot run out of the virtual machine [13,
14]. However, there are some malware samples that try to
prevent against malware analysis that used virtual environment
tool.
C. Proposed Work
Figure 2 shows the proposed framework of this research. It
consists of two major processes such as behavior identification
and malware classification. It also involved the secure
environment and database platform to fulfil the
need of this framework.
(1) Behavior Identification:
Malware behaviors
analysis is a process to understand
the types and
characteristics
of malicious software.
The behavior
describes the purpose and the function of the malware
attacks. Understanding malware behaviors is very important
and critical tasks in order to use it for defination and
classification of the malware. This task will be done by
using dynamic analysis. Two main processes in this task are
run time analysis and resource monitoring. New behavior
definion process will be added to filter and generate possible
malware behavior.
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Figure 2. Framework for Malware Behavior Identification and
Classification.

2) Malware Classification: The defined malware behavior
from each sample will be used in this process. Normally some
of malware sample will share the same characteristic and
behavior because it was produced from polymorphic and
metamorphic technique. Related classification techniques will
be applied for identifying the shared behavior of each
malware family. However, the classification process will be
optimized by using any Artificial Intelligent technique.
Currently more than seven thin types of malware were exist.
The other way of classifying malware well be proposed in
order to limit the number of malware group.
IV.

EVALUATION

First objective of this research is to develop architecture
for secure environment for behavior-based malware analysis.
Quantitative measurement will be applied in this stage. It is
used to present the successful rate in conducting malware
behavior using proposed secure environment architecture. The
variables such as number of malware and percentage of each
malware groups will be used.
Second objective is to improve an approach for behavior
analysis that can produce possible malware behaviors. It also
the main contribution for this research where a
comprehensive approach on conducting malware analysis will
be presented. In order to evaluate the capability of the
proposed approach to analyze malware behavior, quantitative
measurements are applied. The possible malware behavior
that generated from behavior analysis is identified as the
quantitative variable. That variable will be compared to the
previous static and dynamic approaches.
Third objective of this research is to optimize malware
classification using artificial intelligent technique. It will
contribute to the new classification technique that applied
artificial intelligent components. Evaluation measure for this
research contribution will applied qualitative measurements.
The new malware class is identified as qualitative variable.
The new malware class will be compared to the previous
malware group that classified based on types.
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On the other hand, in order to evaluate the ability of the
new proposed framework, both quantitative and qualitative
measurements are applied. It will refer back to the ability of
behavior identification and malware classification that
measured before. It is because all two processes are the main
component in this framework. However, comparison with
another framework will be done by comparing the component
and purpose of the framework.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have identified problem and reviewed the
existing malware detection techniques. From the analysis, we
have proposed a new approach for malware behavior
identification and classification. Output from this framework
can be used by system administrator to plan and implement
prevention mechanism in order to minimize future malware
threat. This research will be continuing by implementing the
proposed approach that can integrate all two major processes
of this framework.
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